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In this paper, we report experimental and theoretical investigations on tuning of the surface plasmon-exciton
coupling by controlling the plasmonic mode damping, which is defined by the plasmonic layer thickness. The
results reveal the formation of plasmon-exciton hybrid state characterized by a tunable Rabi splitting with energies
ranging from 0 to 150 meV. Polarization-dependent spectroscopic reflection measurements were employed to
probe the dispersion of the coupled system. The transfer matrix method and analytical calculations were used
to model the self-assembled J -aggregate/metal multilayer structures in excellent agreement with experimental
observations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Controlling light-matter interaction plays a fundamental
role in emerging optical phenomena, which have broad
applications in optoelectronics, nonlinear optics, lasers, and
spectroscopy. Cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) pro-
vides a quantum mechanical description for these fundamental
interactions in confined geometries.1–5 When an atom is placed
in an optical cavity, the resonant modes of the cavity are
coupled with electronic transitions of the atom. Trapped ions
in high-Q cavities,1 Q dots in photonic crystal cavities,2
and organic materials with excitonic transitions in optical
cavities3 can be understood within the framework of cavity
QED. Excitonic materials placed in a plasmonic cavity provide
a new platform to study cavity QED.5–8 Coupling between
surface plasmons (SPs) on the metal surfaces6 and excitons
in optical materials results in a coupled quantum system.7–14
Strong coupling15 between excitons and SPs is needed to
form a coupled hybrid state, which arises when an exciton
mode resonates with a plasmon mode.8 Strong coupling in
plasmon-exciton coupling has been demonstrated in a variety
of plasmonic systems bearing localized SPs13 or propagating
SPs.14 The strength of coupling is characterized by comparing
the rate of energy transfer between the matter and the cavity
and the decay rates of the individual states. When the latter is
significantly smaller than the former, a strong coupling regime
is established.15 An important indication of strong coupling is
the anticrossing of the exciton and plasmon modes, where, in
the absence of a strong coupling, they would have crossed. The
enhanced electromagnetic field of SPs and strong oscillator
strength of excitons can provide the necessary conditions for
strong coupling.
The ability to tune the SP-exciton coupling would make
this system a promising candidate for a range of new
applications.7–17 The strength of this interaction determines
both the absorption and emission properties of molecules
placed near plasmonic structures, effectively governing the
optical properties of such a hybrid system. As a measure
of coupling, Rabi splitting in SP-exciton systems is given
by h¯R =
√
4V 2 − (γp − γe)2, where V is the coupling
parameter, γp and γe are the linewidth (i.e., damping) of the
bare plasmons and excitons, respectively.8 Rabi splitting can
be tuned in two ways: (i) by varying the excitonic properties
of the matterlike component (i.e., changing V or γe) or (ii) by
controlling the properties of the plasmonic system (i.e., varying
γp). The former has been demonstrated by varying the optical
density of the excitonic system9,14 on flat metal surfaces.
Very recently, Schwartz et al. have demonstrated reversible
switching between the weak and strong coupling regimes via
a photochemical process, which changes the strength of the
dipole moment.16 In this work, we study tuning of SP-exciton
coupling by only controlling the damping of the plasmonic
component. We were able to tune the Rabi-splitting energies
ranging from 0 to 150 meV by varying the plasmonic layer
thickness, which defines the damping of the plasmonic mode.
We studied dispersion of the coupled system analytically as
well as using transfer matrix method in excellent agreement
with the experimentally extracted data.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Figure 1(a) shows the experimental setup used to probe
the SP-exciton coupling.18 We used excitons of a cyanine
dye [5,5′,6,6′-tetrachloro-di-(4-sulfobutyl) benzimidazolocar-
bocyanine, TDBC, from Few Chemicals; see Fig. 1(a) for
the chemical structure of a TDBC molecule], forming self-
assembled nanostructures at a high concentration called J
aggregate, as a matter component because of its strong
dipole moment19,20 and a thin film of silver to support
SPs. The formation of self-assembled nanostructures of J
aggregate at high concentration can be identified by narrowing
and redshifting of the absorption spectrum. The measured
absorption linewidth of excitons, γe, is approximately 51 meV
and peaked at the exciton resonant energy of 2.09 eV.
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was dissolved in water by heating
the water-PVA suspension at 150 ◦C for half an hour.3,19,20
TDBC molecules were dissolved in water and then mixed
with 1.5% PVA solution in a 1:1 (volume-to-volume) ratio
to obtain 0.75% PVA and known concentration of TDBC
molecules in water. The solution was then spin coated at 3000
rpm onto metal-evaporated glass substrates to build optical-
quality films. Wavelength-dependent optical constants (n, k)
of TDBC molecules as a function of TDBC concentration in
the PVA matrix were calculated from the experimental results
obtained by using a variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometer
(VASE). The refractive index of transparent materials is often
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic representation of KC, where the prism increases the momentum of the incident light used to obtain
polaritonic dispersion curves. Tunable and polarized incident laser light excites SPs on silver metal. The silicon photodiode measures the
intensity of the reflected laser light. The chemical structure of the shown molecule is chemical structure of a single TDBC molecule. Measured
optical constants n and k (b) of aggregated TDBC molecules in PVA matrix. (c) Plasmon resonance reflection spectra as a function of wavelength
for various metal film thicknesses.
described using the Cauchy relationship, which is typically
described as n(λ) = A + B/λ2 + C/λ4, where the three terms
are adjusted to fit the refractive index of the transparent
materials as a function of wavelength to the experimental
data. However, when the material is not transparent, the
Lorentz oscillator model should be used to describe the optical
constants of the material. The Lorentz oscillator model is
written as ε = ε1 + AEc/(E2c − E2 − iBE), where A, B,
Ec, ε1 are the amplitude, the broadening, the peak energy,
and the background dielectric constant, respectively. The
spectroscopic ellipsometer is used to measure the complex
refractive index of PVA films and TDBC containing PVA
films as a function of the wavelength of the light for a given
incidence angle. The effective medium approximation model
was used to calculate the optical constants of the TDBC/PVA
blend films on Si substrates from the experimentally obtained
data. In this model, Cauchy and Lorentz models are coupled
with each other. Thicknesses of the prepared films were found
to be in the range of 300 and 360 nm. Figure 1(b) shows
the experimentally obtained optical constants of thin film of
TDBC molecules dispersed in the PVA polymeric matrix. In
this case, TDBC molecules were dissolved in 5% PVA in water
and spin coated at 3000 rpm onto a silicon substrate in order
to measure optical constants of TDBC molecules in the PVA
matrix.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Plasmon-exciton coupling is monitored through the
polarization-dependent reflectivity measurements from the sil-
ver surface in the Kretschmann configuration (KC) [Fig. 1(a)]
by tilting the sample at an angle of θ and recording how the
reflectivity of the sample changes with the wavelength of the
incident light, which is p polarized to excite SPs at the Ag/J -
aggregate interface, as shown in the experimental part. The
samples are mounted on a prism with index-matching liquid to
maintain the optical index continuity between the prism and the
glass substrate.18,21 The reflectivity goes to a minimum, where
the phase-matching condition between the incident light and
SP is satisfied, Fig. 1(c). This is achieved when the horizontal
component of the incident light (kx) matches the real part
momentum of SPs (ksp). The dispersion relation of SPs at a
metal-dielectric interface can be defined as kx = k0np sin(θ ) =
ksp = 2πλ
√
εmεd
εm+εd , where λ is the wavelength of the incident
light, k0 is the free-space wave vector of the incident light,
εm and εd are the dielectric constants of metal and dielectric,
respectively, np is the refractive index of the prism, and θ is
the SP resonance angle.18,21 Figure 1(c) shows the reflection
spectrum of a flat Ag surface through a prism for various
thicknesses. The excitation of a SP on a flat metal surface
through a prism [Fig. 1(c)] can be captured in the reflectivity
spectrum with a Lorentzian line shape, R(ω) ∝ γp(ω−ω0)2−γ 2p .
The damping term γp determines the linewidth of the reflection
spectrum. The linewidth of SP varies, γp, from 330 to 85 meV
as the thickness is changed from 30 to 70 nm [Fig. 1(c)].
The effect of plasmon damping on plasmon-exciton interac-
tion energy was studied in this study by varying the plasmonic
layer thickness and hence the linewidth of the SP resonance in
a controlled manner. Measuring the polarization-dependent
reflectivity (in KC) of PVA- (doped with TDBC) coated
Ag surface with various thicknesses, allows us to probe
plasmon-exciton coupling. The evolution of plasmon-exciton
reflection curves with the thickness of the plasmonic layer is
shown in Fig. 2(a). The separation between the polaritonic
branches representing the Rabi-splitting energy increases with
the thickness of the plasmonic layer [Figs. 2(b)–2(c)]. As
the thickness of plasmonic layer increases, the lifetime of
SPs increases, indicating that the damping of the plasmonic
mode decreases, which results in an increase in SP-exciton
interaction, hence large Rabi-splitting energies. The polari-
tonic dispersion formula can also be written by replacing the
wave vector with the incidence angle. It should be noted
here that since the wave vector k = (2π/λ) sin(θ ) is not
constant for a fixed incidence angle for the lower and upper
polaritonic branches, the calculated Rabi-splitting values from
the polariton reflection curves plotted in terms of wavelength
as a function of the incidence angle is different from the energy
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Plasmon-exciton coupling as a function of plasmonic layer thickness. (a) Evolution of polariton reflection curves
with varying Ag film thickness. Concentration of TDBC molecules in the polymer matrix is constant (1.25 mM) for all the measurements. (b)
Evolution of SP resonance reflection curves with the plasmonic layer thickness. (c) Rabi-splitting energy increases with the plasmonic layer
thickness. (d) Full width at half-maximum (linewidth) of the plasmon resonance reflection curve decreases with the increase in the plasmonic
layer thickness.
versus wave-vector polariton dispersion curves.22 During this
study, we monitored relative change in the Rabi-splitting
energy and calculated the Rabi-splitting energies from the
wavelength versus angle polariton reflection curves. In order
to understand why the Rabi-splitting energy increases with
the plasmonic layer thickness, we obtained SP resonance
reflection spectra of bare plasmonic layers and calculated the
linewidth of the SP resonance reflection spectra [Fig. 2(d)],
which indicated a decrease in the linewidth of the SP peak
with the plasmonic layer thickness.
The dipole moment of TDBC molecules on the silver
surface interacts with the electric field of SPs. The coupling en-
ergy between the SP and the TDBC molecules is governed by
the formula, E = μ • E, where μ is the dipole moment of the
material and E is the electric field generated by the plasmons.8
The rate of energy transfer between the SP and the exciton
can be expressed as g = E/h¯. At resonance, the two normal
modes of the coupled oscillator, in the absence of damping,
are given as s± = A cos(ωex ± g)t in which g = V0/h¯ is the
rate of energy transfer and ωex is the excitonic transition
frequency.8 Given the plasmon mode damping γp and the
exciton damping γe, the two normal modes become damped
oscillations in time expressed as S± = Ae−(κ+γ )t/2 cos(ωex ±
g′)t , where g′ =
√
(V0
h¯
)2 − 14 (γp − γe)2. It is obvious that
matching γp and γe maximizes the coupling and, therefore, the
Rabi-splitting energy.8 We measured damping of SPs, γp, and
damping of the excitons, γe, using reflectivity [Fig. 1(c)] and
ellipsometric measurements [Fig. 1(b)], respectively. Since
the linewidth of the plasmon resonance is proportional to the
plasmon mode damping and inversely proportional to the SP
lifetime, the change in the linewidth affects the energy transfer
rate and hence the Rabi-splitting energy. Using the coupled
oscillator model, the energies of the polaritonic branches of
the coupled oscillator system can be defined as E1,2(k) =
[Esp(k) + Eex]/2 ± 12 (
√
(h¯R)2 + (Esp(k) − Eex)2), where k
is the in-plane-wave vector, E1 and E2 are the energies of the
upper and lower polaritonic states, Eex is the energy of the bare
excitons, Esp is the energy of noninteracting or bare plasmon
mode, h¯R is the Rabi-splitting energy (h¯R = 2V0 in which
V0 is the plasmon-exciton interaction energy occurring at the
momentum at which energy splitting between the polaritonic
states reaches a minimum8).
In order to monitor the evolution of the polariton reflection
curves with the optical density of the TDBC molecules,
reflection dips as a function of the light incidence angle was
acquired, Fig. 3. At the Rabi-splitting angle, where bare exci-
ton and bare plasmon energies overlap, their reflection spectra
demonstrate an increase in the separation between the lower
and upper polariton branches as a function of J -aggregate
concentration. Plotting the square root of the TDBC molecule
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Plasmon-exciton coupling as a function of TDBC concentration. (a) Evolution of polariton reflection curves with
varying concentration of TDBC molecules in the PVA matrix. As the concentration of the TDBC molecules increases in the PVA matrix,
plasmon-exciton coupling energy or Rabi-splitting energy increases. (b) Polariton reflection curves of thin Ag films containing active layer
of varying concentration of TDBC molecules in the PVA matrix. (c) Rabi-splitting increases linearly with the square root of the TDBC
concentration in the PVA matrix.
concentration in the PVA matrix versus Rabi-splitting energy
confirms the expected linear dependence7,14 (Fig. 3). It is
obvious that Rabi-splitting energy increases linearly with
the square root of TDBC concentration.14 Enhancement of
Rabi splitting with the concentration of TDBC molecules
is due to the increase in the optical density of J -aggregate
film and hence the increase in the total oscillator strength.
For a specific absorbing material, Rabi splitting between the
plasmonic state and the excitonic state is expected to vary
as (α0L)1/2,7 where α0 is the peak absorption coefficient and
L is the absorbing material film thickness. The data shown
in Fig. 3 represent a clear anticrossing of the two hybrid
peaks, which is characteristic of the strong coupling when
the bare SP mode and the bare TDBC exciton resonance mode
overlap.15 The blue and red regions show reflectivity minima
and maxima, respectively.18,21 It is worth mentioning here that
without the TDBC molecules placed on the plasmonic layer,
the SP reflection curve does not show any anticrossing peaks,
which are characteristic of SP-exciton coupling.
Using experimentally obtained optical constants of the
J -aggregate-polymer layer [Fig. 1(b)] and plasmon mode
damping for various metal film thicknesses [Fig. 1(c)], the
FIG. 4. (Color online) Analytically calculated plasmon-exciton coupling. (a) Calculated polariton dispersion relation as a function of the
linewidth of the SP resonance using experimental data in reference.23 (b) Zoom in the polaritonic dispersion curve in (a). The dotted red and
green lines show the bare exciton and bare plasmon lines, respectively. (c) Rabi-splitting energy obtained from the analytically calculated data
in (b) increases with the thickness of the plasmonic layer.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Using transfer matrix method, calculated
polariton reflection curves and reflection spectra for varying plas-
monic layer thickness. (a) Calculated polariton reflection curve for
35-nm-thick Ag film. Optical density of TDBC molecules is fixed.
The blue and red regions show the reflectivity minima and maxima,
respectively. (b) Calculated polariton reflection curve for 60-nm-thick
Ag film. (c) Evolution of polariton reflection spectra as a function
of plasmonic layer thickness. (d) Calculated Rabi-splitting energies
from the polariton reflection curves.
polariton dispersion curves of the coupled state were analyt-
ically calculated using the equation for the coupled state as
E1,2(k) = [Esp(k) +Eex]/2 ± 12 (
√
(h¯R)2 + (Esp(k) −Eex)2)
and shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4(c) shows Rabi-splitting
energies as a function of plasmonic layer thickness. Since,
in this case, exciton damping is constant; Rabi splitting can
be tuned by only varying the plasmon mode damping. In
addition, SP-exciton coupling can be understood within the
framework of classical electromagnetic theory. We calculated
the dispersion relation of the SP-exciton system by solving
Maxwell’s equations for each layer using the transfer matrix
method.3,8,17 Such a model with experimentally obtained
optical constants of J -aggregate film and plasmonic layer
provides a classical explanation of the SP-exciton coupling.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the calculated reflectivity maps
for J -aggregate film fabricated from a 5-mM TDBC in PVA
solution onto 35- and 60-nm-thick silver layers, respectively.
It is worth mentioning, here, that optical constants of
5-mM TDBC in PVA were experimentally measured in a
spectroscopic ellipsometer [Fig. 1(b)] and inserted in these
calculations. Figure 5(c) shows the reflection spectrum at an
angle of 43◦ for various metal film thicknesses. The small
difference between the reflection curves in Fig. 5(c) and the
experimental reflection curves shown in Fig. 2(b) may be due
to (i) the small difference between the SP resonance data in
reference23 and the experimental SP resonance data in this
work or (ii) possible small deviations in metal film thickness
measurements. The calculated Rabi splitting as a function
FIG. 6. (Color online) Using transfer matrix method, calculated
polariton reflection curves and reflection spectra for varying optical
density of TDBC molecules and a fixed plasmonic layer thickness.
(a) Calculated polariton reflection curve for 5.0-mM TDBC molecules
in the PVA matrix. The blue and red regions show the reflectivity
minima and maxima, respectively. (b) Calculated polariton dispersion
curve for 1.3-mM TDBC molecules in the PVA matrix. (c) Polariton
reflection curves as a function of the TDBC concentration on
50-nm-thick plasmonic layer. (d) Calculated Rabi-splitting energies
as a function of the TDBC concentration.
of the metal film thickness is given in Fig. 5(d). The Rabi
splitting increases when the thickness of the plasmonic layer
increases. The Rabi-splitting values we obtain using transfer
matrix method are in excellent agreement with the analytical
calculations described above in Fig. 4 and experimental
observations shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, using the transfer
matrix method, polariton reflection curves and reflection
spectra for varying optical density of TDBC molecules
and a fixed plasmonic layer thickness are calculated and
shown in Fig. 6. The calculated polariton reflection curves
for 5.0- and 1.3-mM TDBC molecules in the PVA matrix
are shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), respectively. Polariton
reflection curves as a function of the TDBC concentration
on 50-nm-thick plasmonic layer clearly shows the increase
in Rabi-splitting energies with the increase in the TDBC
concentration.7,14 The theoretical results shown in Figs. 4–6
are in excellent agreement with the experimental results
demonstrated in Figs. 2 and 3.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have experimentally and theoreti-
cally studied the tunability of plasmon-exciton coupling on
J -aggregate-metal surfaces. Polarization-dependent spectro-
scopic reflection measurements were used to probe SP-exciton
coupling. The results demonstrate the formation of plasmon-
exciton hybrid states, characterized by large Rabi-splitting
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energies, which can be tuned either by varying the optical den-
sity of the TDBC molecules or by varying the damping of the
SP. The magnitude of the coupling depends on both the exciton
oscillator strength and the plasmon mode damping. Optical
constants of thin films of J -aggregated TDBC molecules
dispersed in PVA polymeric matrix were measured using a
spectroscopic ellipsometer. The detailed experimental and the-
oretical results presented in this study open the way for efficient
energy transfer and coherent coupling in plasmonic devices at
nanoscale dimensions, and it will help in understanding the
fundamental aspects of SP-exciton coupling and designing
hybrid plasmonic devices with superior performances. We
note that recent demonstration of controlling plasmon loss
via temperature24 or tuning the crystallinity of the plasmonic
layer25 or by optical pumping25,26 can also be applied to tune
plasmon-exciton coupling.
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